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ABSTRACT 

Geographic proximity (co-location) is necessary for potential clustering activity.  

Therefore, the identification of potential cluster areas is the necessary first phase in a 

cluster economic development policy.  Measures of spatial autocorrelation can used to 

delineate such clusters.  Using the example of the transportation equipment industry in 

the United States, this research evaluates the application of spatial statistics in the 

identification of potential cluster areas.  Alternative methods of creating the spatial 

weights matrix integral to such methodologies will be addressed with respect to the 

distribution of spatial unit dimensions and geometries, as well as the relationship 

between spatial weights matrices and cluster theory 

BACKGROUND 

Cluster-based economic development (CBED) as an alternative economic 

development strategy has received much attention.  This concept has been examined in 

the academic literature by researchers, with the most prominent proponent being 

Michael Porter (1998).  Also it has gained acceptance among practitioners.  Akundi 

(2003) found 40 states to be involved in cluster economic development and the Cluster 

Initiative Greenbook (Solvell et al., 2003) lists more than 250 projects world wide.  

Geographic proximity (co-location) is necessary for potential clustering activity.  

Therefore, the identification of the spatial footprint of potential cluster regions is the 

necessary first phase in a cluster economic development policy.  Even though the ideas 



of CBED have become better known, confusion and misunderstanding reigns in terms 

of cluster definitions, appropriate cluster identification methodologies, and the like 

(Martin and Sunley, 2003). 

Analysts have used various methods to identify existing clusters.    Shift-share 

analyses and location quotients have been used to delineate spatial concentrations 

(Miller et al., 2001; Hendry and Brown, 2006).  Other approaches have incorporated 

expert opinions in the process (Roberts and Stimson, 1998).    Also, clusters have been 

delineated with spatial statistics (Feser et al., 2005; Helsel et al., 2007).  The appeal of 

spatial statistics is that they distinguish concentrations of phenomena, or clusters, 

across areal unit boundaries within a specified neighborhood.  In contrast, other 

measures, such as location quotients, examine only the value for a single areal unit 

without reference to values in neighboring areas. 

 Because of the growing interest in clusters and the use of spatial statistics in their 

identification, this research evaluates the application of ArcGIS's Spatial Statistics Tools 

in the identification of potential cluster regions.  The relationship between spatial 

weights matrices and cluster theory will be reviewed.  In addition, the relationship 

between the values for local measures of spatial autocorrelation and differing sizes of 

areal units will be examined.  Moreover, the relationship between various characteristics 

of polygon geometry and local indices of spatial autocorrelation will be assessed. 

CLUSTERS AND SPATIAL STATISTICS 

 Various researchers have applied different spatial statistics to identify clusters of 

economic activity, including Moran’s I, Getis and Ord’s Gi*, as well as the local G 

statistic (Carroll et al., 2007; Feser et al., 2005; Helsel et al., 2007), All of these 



measures can be used to identify “hot spots” or “cold spots” in spatial distributions 

(Mitchell, 2005).  When using appropriate economic data, the “hot spots” can be 

interpreted as a potential cluster region. 

 An important decision in using local measures of spatial autocorrelation is the 

specification of the local neighborhood as defined by the spatial weights matrix.  Varying 

definitions of that matrix will lead to differing neighborhoods and, perhaps produce 

varying indices of spatial autocorrelation.  The spatial weights matrix can be defined 

using rook or queen’s measures of adjacency, distance between county centroids, 

inverse distance function, inverse distance squared, stochastic weights, and the like 

(Getis and Aldstadt, 2004; Mitchell, 2005; Wang, 2006; Wong and Lee, 2005).  Most 

studies of economic clustering have used first order polygon contiguity (Feser et al., 

2005; Helsel et al., 2007).  One exception is a study of the clustering of regional per 

capital gross domestic product in Europe, in which Ertur and Koch (2006) used ten 

nearest neighbors to define the spatial weights matrix.  Also, in a study of greenhouse 

clusters in the Midwest, Carroll et al, (2007) used an inverse distance matrix with a 

threshold of 150 miles. 

One problem in using these measures is the great variations in the sizes of 

counties in the U.S.  The largest county in the continental U.S. is San Bernardino 

County in California covering over 20,000 square miles.  In contrast, there are 58 

counties, primarily in the eastern U.S., which are less than 100 square miles.  If one is 

using some type of distance function, these differential distances are likely to distort the 

results.  If one uses a contiguity definition of neighborhoods, then one must be aware of 

the implied differences in distance. 



 Selection of a particular spatial weights matrix ideally should be based on 

theoretical considerations of the nature of spatial interactions between counties.  In the 

case of cluster development, there is no such theoretical rationale.  Moreover, there is 

little consensus in the cluster literature as to the appropriate spatial extent of a cluster.   

Porter (2000, 16) argued:  “The geographic scope of clusters ranges from a region, a 

state, or even a single city to span nearby or neighboring countries.”   On the other 

hand, May and his colleagues (2001) suggested that a cluster is characterized by firms 

agglomerating in a region up to 50 miles in radius.  This problem is not unique to the 

cluster literature.  In their review of the application of local statistics of spatial 

association to urban analysis, Paez and Scott (2004) observed that standard rules to 

guide the selection of distances in spatial weights matrices are not well developed.  In 

the absence of a theoretical rationale or other guidelines, one can only do what ESRI 

suggested in a 2005 White Paper which is to try alternative distance functions and then 

select the one that shows the greatest amount of clustering. 

METHODLOGY 

 We chose to use the Anselin Local Moran’s I as our statistics for comparison 

purposes.  Many analysts favor the Moran’s I because of the characteristics of it’s 

numerical distribution are more desirable than other possible choices (Cliff and Ord, 

1981).  The local version of the statistic can be defined as 

∑=
j
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where  zi are the deviations from the mean of the variable  
   being considered and 

  wij is the spatial weight for the interaction between  
areal item i and j. 

 



The local Moran’s I value is calculated using the deviation of the value of an item from 

the local population.  This creates a non-linear effect on the statistic by the mean and 

standard deviation of the distribution of data values within the study area.  Altering the 

boundaries of a study area can dramatically effect the Moran’s I statistic value by 

altering the mean and/or standard deviation of the variable in question.  Likewise 

comparison of I values between different study areas can be problematic unless the 

Moran’s I values are standardized for each study area.  

In order to determine the effects of geometry on the choice of spatial weights, we 

delineated four study areas.  We used a base layer of county boundaries (ESRI Data & 

Maps 2006).  This data set was comprised of multi-part polygons representing counties 

of the United States in a geographic coordinate system.  We projected that data into the 

an equidistant conic projection in ArcGIS (USA_Contiguous_Equidistant_Conic ).  The 

multipart polygons were broken into single polygons to remove any ambiguities between 

clustering relationships between sections of a county and its neighbors.  Most of these 

counties were coastal locations with island polygons paired with continental counties.  

The island polygons were removed to create a base map of single polygons 

representing most of the counties in the contiguous U.S. 

The base map was then subjected to a Moran’s I clustering analysis based upon 

county area.  We selected our study areas based upon similarity (or dissimilarity) of 

areas between neighboring counties.  High Moran’s I values for area indicate where 

clusters of counties of similar sizes are found, both large counties surrounded by large 

counties and small counties surrounded by small counties. 

 



 

Figure 1.  Moran’s I (Z score) for base map using Area as the variable and 
Contiguity as the Spatial Relationship. 

 

In order to find test areas where there were variable sizes, we centered our attention on 

Moran’s I values close to 0.  We used the local Getis-Ord Gi* statistic to find areas with 

differences between neighboring counties which also had near-zero Moran’s I values.   



 

Figure 2.  Getis-Ord Gi* Statistic (Z score) for base map with Area as the variable. 
 
 

We selected a study area of a large county surrounded by large counties (Large 

Counties), a small county surrounded by small counties (Small Counties), a small 

county surrounded by a mixture of counties (both large and small as Small County Mix), 

and a large county surrounded by a mixture of counties (both large and small as Large 

County Mix).  The test area selections were built by choosing seed counties that 

matched these conditions and including all counties contiguous to the seed counties 

and all counties contiguous to the first ring of neighboring counties.  Although the 

distribution of county areas is not normally distributed within the US, we do feel that we 



have selected four study areas to represent end member conditions of the US county 

data set. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Selected target areas 
 

 Number of polygons Mean Area Standard Deviation Area 
    

Base Map (Contiguous US) 3014 986.32 1327.67 
    

Small County Mix 19 639.98 231.85 
Large County Mix 45 2571.64 2130.1 
Small Counties 37 336.53 126.26 
Large Counties 42 4642.56 4090.6 

 
Table 1.   Comparison of study area characteristics 

 



 For each test area, a series of spatial weights files were created.  Using a 

polygon coverage version of the base map, we extracted a table of left and right 

polygons for each boundary arc and added the resultant table to the geodatabase.   We 

extracted from the base map table only those boundaries related to county polygons 

within each study area and exported the results into a text file.  Values of 1 were placed 

for each listed pair to create a contiguity spatial weights file.  The Moran’s I clustering 

tool in ArcGIS was then used to calculate I values for counties in each study area.   We 

then compared the ArcGIS results to that obtained by running our spatial weights file 

with values of 1.  Concurrence of the two values for each county polygon validated the 

spatial relationships extracted from the left-right polygon information were correct.  We 

then replaced the values of 1 by the length of the boundary arc between polygons, a 

ratio of the area of the central county to area of the neighboring county, and by the 

inverse distance between the centroids of the two counties to create new spatial 

weights files.  Centroid distance was calculated by generating the centroids as a point 

feature data class and using point distance in ArcGIS. 

 We selected three variables to use in all of the study areas.  We chose Area as a 

spatial variable that had no underlying process to drive the distribution of the values.  

We chose two economic indicators, Service Employment and Manufacturing 

Employment, since those variables are most commonly used in studies of economic 

clustering (Feser and Bergman 2000; Helsel et al. 2007).  Although there may be a 

correlation between these economic indicators, there is no a priori relationship between 

them and Area. 

1. RESULTS- SMALL COUNTIES TEST AREA 



 We calculated local Moran’s I statistics for three variables, Area, Manufacturing 

Employment and Service Employment.  Area was chosen as an arbitrary variable 

having no correlation to human activities.  Manufacturing and service employment 

figures were chosen to maintain some degree of variability that was driven by non-

geometric factors.  Any relationships between the different types of spatial weights files 

over the three variables within a single test area should be due primarily to geometric 

factors.  Differences in patterns between the study areas for the same variable would 

indicate possible geometric effects on the underlying processes.  We calculated the 

correlations between the local Moran’s I values calculated for each county using 

different spatial weights to determine any nonspatial linkages as well as visually 

determine if any changes in spatial patterns occurred. 

 When Area was used as the variable in the Small Counties test area, Contiguity, 

Length of Boundary, and Ratio of Areas were correlated.  Centroid Distance was not as 

strongly related to any of the other methods. 

 

Area Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    
Length of Boundary 0.885 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.813 0.745 1.000  
Centroid Distance 0.630 0.609 0.897 1.000 

 
Table 2.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Small Counties 

with Area as the variable. 
 

The correlations between Moran’s I (Z scores) for different spatial weights models only 

measure nonspatial linkages.  It is also important to observe any shifts in the spatial 

clustering patterns produced. 



 

Figure 4.  Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Area for Small Counties 

 

The spatial patterns of clustering for Contiguity and Length of Boundary are similar and 

validate the positive correlations.  The Ratio of Areas pattern is somewhat similar to 

Contiguity as well as to Centroid Distance.   

 When Service Employment is used as the variable in the same Small Counties 

study area, the correlation results are similar to that for Area. 

 

Service Employment. Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.987 1.000   



Area Ratio 0.947 0.942 1.000  
Centroid Distance 0.902 0.922 0.804 1.000 

 
Table 3.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Small Counties 

with Service Employment as the variable. 
 

Contiguity, Length of Boundary, and Ratio of Areas remain highly correlated.  However, 

in this case, Centroid Distance is also strongly correlated with the results of the other 

spatial weights.  The spatial patterns reinforce that impression. 

 

Figure 5. Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Service Employment for Small Counties 
 

The pattern changes slightly, but the central, high value counties remain with high local 

Moran’s I (Z-scores). 



 Manufacturing Employment as a variable reinforced the observed relationships in 

Service Employment and Area.  The different spatial weights produced local Moran’s I 

(Z score) values that were highly correlated.  Centroid Distance was more closely linked 

to the others than before. 

 

Manufacturing Employment Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    
Length of Boundary 0.984 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.940 0.893 1.000  
Centroid Distance 0.923 0.940 0.845 1.000 

 
Table 4.  Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Small Counties 

with Manufacturing Employment as the variable. 
 

 
The spatial patterns display little change from that for Service Employment. 



 

Figure 6.  Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Manufacturing Employment for Small 
Counties 

 

 It should be noted that within the Small County study area, the relationships 

between Area, Manufacturing Employment, and Service Employment are somewhat 

independent variables.   

 

Variables Area Manufacturing Employment Service Employment 
Area 1.000   

Manufacturing Employment 0.245 1.000  
Service Employment 0.237 0.843 1.000 

 



Table 5.   Correlations between Area, Manufacturing Employment, and Service 
Employment in the Small Counties test area (values in bold are not 
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level). 

 

Service Employment and Manufacturing Employment covary but have little connection 

to the areas of the counties.  We should expect that within this study area, employment 

figures are related and should show similar patterns.  However, there is no statistical 

connection between either of these values and Area to explain why the pattern of 

relationships persists under Area as well as both employment variables. 

2. RESULTS- LARGE COUNTIES TEST AREA 

 We repeated the analytical process applied to the Small Counties study area to 

the Large County study area.  When Area was used as the variable, Contiguity and 

Length of Boundary were correlated as within Small Counties.  The relationship 

between Ratio of Areas and Centroid Distance was not related to the results produced 

by Contiguity or Length of Boundary.  The spatial patterns corroborate the correlation 

results. 

 

Area Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.936 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.498 0.254 1.000  

Centroid Distance 0.620 0.497 0.719 1.000 
 

Table 6.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for large Counties 
with Area as the variable (values in bold are not statistically significant 
at the 90% confidence level). 

 



 

Figure 7. Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Area  for Large Counties 

 

 When Service Employment is used as the variable in the same Large Counties 

study area, the correlation results are similar to that for Area. 

 

Service Employment Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.733 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.496 0.498 1.000  

Centroid Distance 0.436 0.808 0.250 1.000 
 



Table 7.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Large Counties with 
Service Employment as the variable (values in bold are not statistically 
significant at the 90% confidence level). 

 

Contiguity and Length of Boundary remain correlated as with Area.  The weaker 

correlations between Contiguity/Length of Boundary and Centroid Distance or Ratio of 

Areas are similar to the Small Counties results. 

 

Figure 8. Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Service Employment for Large Counties 
 
 

 Manufacturing Employment as a variable reinforced the observed relationships in 

Service Employment.   

 



Manufact. Employment Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.908 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.652 0.649 1.000  

Centroid Distance 0.696 0.760 0.250 1.000 
 

Table 8.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Large Counties with 
Manufacturing Employment as the variable (values in bold are not statistically 
significant at the 90% confidence level). 

 

Figure 9.  Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Manufacturing Employment for Large 
Counties 

 

Contiguity and Length of Boundary are correlated and produce the same spatial pattern.  

Numerical correlation between Ratio of Areas and Centroid Distance are not correlated, 

but the spatial pattern is similar. 



3. RESULTS- MIXED SIZES TEST AREAS 

 We repeated the analytical process in the Small County Mix test area where a 

small central county is surrounded by a mixture of county sizes.  The results most 

closely resembled that for the Large County test area. 

Area Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.796 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.597 0.708 1.000  

Centroid Distance 0.458 0.708 0.896 1.000 
 

Table 9.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Small County Mix 
test area with Area as the variable. 

 

Figure 10. Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Area for Small County Mix. 
 



 The results for Service Employment are similar to our previous results when 

compared to Area.  However, Manufacturing Employment showed a distinctly different 

pattern. 

 

Manufacturing 
Employment Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 
Contiguity 1.000    
Length of Boundary 0.942 1.000   
Area Ratio 0.742 0.847 1.000  
Centroid Distance -0.230 0.003 0.156 1.000 

 
Table 10.   Correlation Coefficients (R) of Moran’s I (Z scores) for Small County Mix 

test area with Manufacturing Employment as the variable. 
 

In this area, Centroid Distance produced a weak negatively correlated value when 

compared to Contiguity.  The spatial pattern of clusters was dramatically different when 

the spatial weights results are compared. 



 

Figure 11.  Local Moran’s I values (Z scores) for Manufacturing Employment for Small 
County Mix. 

 

For the Small County Mix test area, the relationships between the variables are stronger 

than before. 

 

Variables Area Manfacturing Employment Service Employment 
Area 1.000   

Manufacturing Employment 0.611 1.000  
Service Employment 0.746 0.716 1.000 

 
Table 11.  Correlation between base variables for Small County Mix test area. 

 



It is no surprise that the previously observed linkages between spatial weights 

approaches are stronger within this test area given the stronger correlation between 

employment figures and area.  However, this makes the disparity with Centroid 

Distance more noteworthy. 

 The results for the study area with a large central county surrounded by a mixture 

of counties of different sizes, Large County Mix, show a stronger correlation between 

the different spatial weights approaches than the other study areas. 

 

Area Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 

Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.988 1.000   

Area Ratio 0.880 0.830 1.000  

Centroid Distance 0.980 0.952 0.941 1.000 

     

Manufacturing 

Employment Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 

Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.953 1.000   

Area Ratio 0.853 0.815 1.000  

Centroid Distance 0.992 0.969 0.845 1.000 

     

Service 

Employment Contiguity Length of Boundary Area Ratio Centroid Distance 

Contiguity 1.000    

Length of Boundary 0.784 1.000   

Area Ratio 0.768 0.461 1.000  



Centroid Distance 0.989 0.777 0.805 1.000 

 
Table 12.  Correlations for Large County Mix test area for Area, Manufacturing 

Employment, and Service Employment. 
 

The cluster patterns generated by each of the different spatial weights were essentially 

the same.  Although this data set had the strongest linkages between the spatial 

weights results, it had the weakest correlations between the inherent variables. 

 

Variables Area Manufacturing Employment Service Employment 
Area 1.000   

Manufacturing Employment -0.064 1.000  
Service Employment -0.062 0.981 1.000 

 
Table 13.   Correlations between Area, Manufacturing Employment, and Service 

Employment in the Large County Mix test area (values in bold are not 
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level). 

 
 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

 All of the study areas with each of the variables showed a strong relationship 

between Contiguity and Length of Boundaries spatial weights methodologies.  

Regardless of the mixture of geometry of the counties (all small, all large, small mixture, 

large mixture), the local Moran’s I (Z score) generated very similar results from either 

technique.  Both nonspatial correlation values and cluster maps were similar.  In each 

case the counties having any effect on the results are only the first ring of contiguous 

counties.  In Contiguity, the weights for each of the counties is arbitrarily set to 1.  For 

Length of Boundaries, the spatial weights for the same relationships is the length of the 

boundary arc and is almost always not 1.  However, in using the standardized Z score 

of the local Moran’s I, we are standardizing the rows of the spatial weight matrix and 



therefore converting the lengths into percentage lengths of the total boundary.  Hence, 

the comparison is between 1 divided by the number of neighboring counties versus the 

boundary length divided by the total boundary of the central county.  The mean 

percentage length boundary is equal to the contiguity weight.  In the case of the Small 

County Mix study area, the standard deviation of the boundary lengths about the mean 

length for each county is very small indicating a small range of values about the mean 

for the length weights.  Since the mean value generates a spatial weight matrix 

equivalent to that of contiguity, such small deviations from the mean only slightly 

weaken the correlation between the two results.  

FIPS 
Number of 
Neighbors 

Contiguity 
Spatial Weight 

Standard Deviation 
of Length Spatial 

Weight 
17019 5 0.2000 0.0070 
17021 4 0.2500 0.0032 
17023 7 0.1429 0.0053 
17029 6 0.1667 0.0086 
17035 5 0.2000 0.0069 
17039 4 0.2500 0.0047 
17041 5 0.2000 0.0135 
17045 6 0.1667 0.0031 
17049 5 0.2000 0.0053 
17051 7 0.1429 0.0052 
17107 7 0.1429 0.0020 
17113 8 0.1250 0.0054 
17115 7 0.1429 0.0023 
17135 7 0.1429 0.0094 
17139 5 0.2000 0.0112 
17147 6 0.1667 0.0083 
17167 8 0.1250 0.0066 
17173 8 0.1250 0.0048 
17183 7 0.1429 0.0085 

 
Table 14.   Characteristics of the nearest neighbors for Small 

County Mix study area 
 



 The ratio of the area of the central county to an exterior county area is another 

way to express a geometric relationship between the two counties.  When all of the 

study area counties are small but of comparable size, the ratio of areas will approach 

the contiguity spatial weights value.  When the mixture of sizes around a county is more 

variable, then the spatial weights generated by area ratios will not resemble the 

contiguity weight values.   The relationships seen in using Area in each of the study 

areas were reproduced in Manufacturing Employment and Service Employment.  This 

was true when the employment figures were not correlated to area. 

 Centroid Distance was the only spatial weight methodology that did not correlate 

well with contiguity in most cases.  When Area as a variable is considered, only for the 

Large Mix study area was there a strong linkage between contiguity and centroid 

distance.  In terms of all of the variables, Centroid Distance tended to be similar to Ratio 

of Areas in many situations.  Centroid Distance was the only spatial weight methodology 

that could extend past the inner ring of contiguous counties.  Some of the lack of 

correlation could be due to edge effects causing a lack of correlation on the outermost 

counties’ values. 

 When considering situations where only the surrounding counties’ effects are to 

be considered, then the choice of spatial weights methodology makes little difference 

regardless of the local geometry of the counties.  There is little variability of spatial 

weight values from that of contiguity.  However, when considering situations where the 

variables in question may be affected by counties beyond the inner ring of neighbors 

contiguity does not present similar results and maybe dramatically affected by the local 

geometry.  



 The result that Centroid Distance was the only spatial weight methodology that 

did not correlate well with contiguity in most cases is significant for the economic cluster 

literature.  Most studies have used contiguity or some distance variable to measure 

clustering.  When identifying clusters of service or manufacturing employment, one will 

obtain different clusters depending on the spatial weights used.  Moreover, polygon 

geometry can influence the results.  The most extreme example occurred in the case of 

manufacturing employment in a small county surrounded by a mixture of large and 

small counties, where a negative correlation was obtained between centroid distance 

and contiguity. In the absence of a theoretical rationale to guide the selection of the 

spatial weights matrix, one can only experiment with alternative distance functions and 

then use the one that shows the most reasonable clustering pattern. 
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